Social
HEALTH & SAFETY

The health and safety of our Allstars and guests is of paramount importance. Health and safety governance is headed by
our Chief Safety Officer who oversees all aspects of safety in Capital A. We have a comprehensive framework of systems
and processes to ensure that Allstars are able to carry out their functions safely.
(i)

Operational Safety

Our activities are governed by a host of manuals, safety policies and SOPs which are regularly reviewed and updated. These
are accessible points of reference to guide safe behaviour among Allstars and inculcate a positive safety culture in which
all employees are involved and actively engaged.
In 2020, we began a process of standardisation of some of the key manuals at group level so that all AOCs are brought
up to best practice standards. Further updates were made in 2021 to reflect changes in the Capital A structure. Three key
manuals which were refreshed were:
Manual
Safety Management
System (SMS)

Description & Update
•
•
•

Emergency Response
Plan (ERP)

•
•

Occupational Safety
Health & Environment
(OSHE)

•
•

Standardises operational practices which ensure that risks are proactively managed and
relevant procedures are in place to prevent serious incidents
Incorporates the requirements of ICAO Annex 19, ICAO DOC 9859, IOSA, Civil Aviation Authorities
Updated in 2021 to comply with latest regulatory requirements and civil aviation directives
Covers our response to major aircraft incidents or other adverse events that result in serious
injuries, fatalities, severe damage and/or significant operational disruption
Standardised at Group level in 2021 for central management and coordination
Outlines standards and operating procedures to ensure the safety and well-being of Allstars,
contractors and visitors to Capital A
Incorporated in Capital A’s operations in 2021

To ensure compliance with operational safety standards, our Group Operational Quality Assurance Departments undertake
regular operational audits while our Safety Department monitors occupational safety and tracks and investigates all safety
reports raised.

Group Operational Quality Assurance
In 2016, we established our Group Operational Quality Assurance (GOQA) to ensure all our AOCs comply with applicable
regulations, IATA Operational Safety Audit (IOSA) standards and recommended practices. Since 2018, GOQA has been certified
to ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System.
GOQA is responsible for conducting the Internal Operations Audit (IOA) and the Joint Station Compliance Audit (JCSA) which
is conducted annually at all hubs and main bases, and once every two years at all other stations. To ensure that we maintain
oversight despite Covid-19 travel restrictions, GOQA developed Remote Assessment Programmes to enable scheduled audits
to continue, thereby ensuring the integrity and safety of our airline operations.
These audits aim to close gaps and prepare our AOCs for the IOSA certification. IOSA certification represents the industry
gold standard indicating the highest standards of operational safety and efficiency. As a non-IATA member, certification is
optional for AirAsia. Nevertheless, we ensure that all AirAsia airlines meet IOSA standards through undergoing IOSA audits
and mirroring the audit processes in GOQA’s IOAs. In 2019, all AirAsia AOCs successfully obtained IOSA certification.
In August 2021, IOSA registration was successfully renewed for AirAsia Malaysia. In the interim, GOQA conducted IOAs at
IAA and PAA in January and June 2021 respectively, returning no major findings in need of remedial action.
Airline (AOC)

Latest IOSA Certification Date

Remarks

AirAsia Malaysia - AK

6 August 2021

IOSA Registration renewed
via Remote Audit in August
2021

AirAsia Indonesia - QZ

21 June 2019

GOQA IOA completed in Jan
2021

AirAsia Philippines - Z2

31 May 2019

GOQA IOA completed in
June 2021

The table below depicts the total number of Remote Assessment Audits carried out in 2021:
Audit

No. of Audits Performed

Remarks

Joint Station
Compliance

53

Audits conducted at all
operational stations
groupwide

Internal Operational

6

IAA, MAA, AAI, PAA, TAA
and AAX

In February
2022,
airlineratings.
com awarded
AirAsia with its
highest star
rating for a
second year in
a row. AirAsia
Group was also
named one of
the Top 20
safest LCCs in
the world.
* airlineratings.com ranks 385
airlines around the world

Group Aircraft Health Monitoring Function is another safety associated function undertaken by GOQA. The objective is to
maintain oversight of recurrent defects in all aircraft operated by AirAsia. GOQA monitoring adds a second layer of oversight
to AOC-level monitoring. The technical health of aircraft is monitored daily in real time, and any defect identified is brought
to the attention of the Maintenance Operations Departments of the relevant AOC, to ensure timely rectification. Weekly
monitoring reports are then shared with management and stakeholders in the AOCs. This monitoring function not only prevents
aircraft from being grounded but also helps avoid undesirable events and incidents associated with system defects. This
contributes to the overall safety and reliability of aircraft operations. In 2021, we issued 52 weekly Aircraft Health Monitoring
Reports.

(ii) Occupational Safety
In 2021, we successfully completed the following health and safety audits and/or certifications.
Certification

Relevant Department/Hub/Division

Occupational Safety and Health (OSHWA) Audit

Penang Hub - audit was conducted in March 2021

Occupational Safety and Health (SoHELP)

ADE registered for SoHELP Programme in July and completed
second verification in March 2021

Occupational Safety and Health USECHH Regulation 2000
(Use and Standard of Exposure of Chemicals Hazardous
to Health)

Chemical Health Risk Assessment was conducted at the Ground
Service Equipment workshop

Food Safety Management System - ISO 22000:2018

Successfully completed a surveillance audit of the Inflight
Warehouse (CAE Building) in Sepang in June 2021

As part of our safety culture, we encourage Allstars to report any unsafe occurrence or potential hazard so that necessary
actions can be taken to avert serious incidents. This includes reports on fatigue during operations. Reports are submitted via
Coruson, an enterprise safety and risk management software. In 2021, a total of 11,609 safety reports were received for our
safety data collection and processing system (SDCPS) across the Group. These safety reports were then managed and actioned
in accordance with the Safety Report handling processes.
With safety culture deeply entrenched in AirAsia, our Safety Team focused on providing safety training to colleagues in other
Capital A subsidiaries. Below are the key safety trainings delivered in 2021.
Training

Description

Focus Group

Number of
Participants

Average
Training Hours

Redeye Training

Redeye Training was provided to
enable Allstars to use the new
reporting system for Allstars Covid-19
infection.

• Ground Team
Red (GTR)
• Asia Digital
Engineering
(ADE)
• Teleport

12

6

National Institute of
Occupational Safety
and Health (NIOSH)

Training was provided to Allstars at
ADE to reduce work-related risks
through correct behaviours.

• ADE

12

8

Safety Induction
Training

Safety Induction Training ensures
new staff or persons entering AirAsia
premises are briefed on safety
practices.

• Allstars
• Visitors
• Vendors

12

1

Airside Safety Training

The Airside Safety Training was
provided to ensure all operational
Allstars working at the airside are
familiar with the airside safety
procedures and processes

• ADE
• Ground
Operations
• AirAsia X
Engineering

416

2

The table below provides a summary of our work-related injuries record. It was noted that the majority of recorded work-related
injuries were caused by lifting heavy loads. To further minimise occupational injuries among ground handlers, daily safety briefings
are conducted by supervisors prior to start of work. Instructions on lifting techniques and back support straps were also provided.
Pre-Covid, our Physiolab team conducted bi-weekly ergonomic assessments on Allstars, especially ramp staff. However, due to the
pandemic and to ensure the safety of Allstars, we continued our physio sessions online.
Work-related injuries
Reporting Year
Total man-hours worked

FY2019 (restated)¹

FY2020 (restated)¹

FY2021

37,988,352

29,399,136

14,224,896

0

0

0

142

71

36

Ergonomic related
injuries

Ergonomic related
injuries
Bodily injuries

568

384

140

Incident rate

3.9

0.001

2.1

Severity rate

11.9

7.1

6.3

Number of fatalities as a result of
work-related injury
Number of recordable work-related
injuries
Types of work-related injuries

Workplace (bodily)
injuries

Number of lost days

¹ Restated to include only AirAsia Malaysia, AirAsia Indonesia and AirAsia Philippines, in line with the financial disclosures.

Note: T
 he Incident Rate = No. of accidents (E) X 1,000 /annual average of no. of employees; Severity Rate = Total workdays
lost (C) X 1,000,000 /total man-hours worked (Y)
Identification & mitigation of safety risks and situations
Hazard Identification, Risk Assessment Risk Control (HIRARC) was conducted for every incident followed by proposing safety
recommendations to avoid recurrence. In addition to Quarterly Safety Committee meetings, safety training and regular safety
observation and on-job guidance were also conducted in 2021.

Safety in the Pandemic
Onboard Safety
Since 2020, we have introduced a host of measures to minimise the risk of Covid-19 transmission on our flights. Last year,
some of these measures were enhanced based on new developments such as our new policy, announced in October 2021,
to accept only vaccinated adult guests and guests under the age of 18 only if they are accompanied by fully vaccinated
parents or guardians. Some of our main measures are illustrated below.
Pre-flight

During flight

Minimisation of check-in contact
through FACES, mobile check-in, selfbaggage drop and digital boarding
pass

HEPA filters ensure the highest level
of air quality with 99.997% micron
filtration

Regular disinfection of counters and
kiosks

Mandatory mask policy onboard all
flights

Health declaration by all air crew prior
to duty

Vaccinated guests only

Post-flight

Disinfection carried out on all aircraft
daily and thorough cleaning during
each transit

Passenger contact tracing when case
is confirmed by health authorities

Cabin Crew Guidelines
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wear the prescribed personal protection equipment (PPE) before reporting for flights
Maintain social distancing at all times; and ensure guests maintain social distancing during boarding and
disembarkation
Sign-on for duty via mobile phones by connecting to company’s WiFi network
Greet fellow Allstars and guests the Asean way
Self-sanitise regularly on the way to the office, before meeting colleagues, and upon boarding the plane
Wear PPE in all phases of the flight; no touching of hair of face, even if wearing gloves
Disinfected cabins and high-touch areas using approved and recommended chemicals/agents
Undergo regular Covid-19 self-testing

Workplace Safety
Various other tools have been introduced to coordinate Covid-19 information, policies and procedures so that Allstars and
guests receive the latest information to ensure their safety. These include:
Tool

Description

Safe@Work Guide

Launched in April 2020 on Workplace, the guide covers general Covid-19 knowledge, the
process for reporting cases, work arrangements and resources available for working safely
and staying up to date with Ministry of Health (MOH) directives.

Safe@AirAsia Knowledge
Library

Online library of all resources Allstars need for working safely and staying up to date. In
2021, we regularly updated relevant procedures based on MOH’s recommendations.

Covid-19 Reporting Platform

New reporting form implemented in February 2021 in RedEye, the Group’s incident reporting
platform, for better tracking of daily cases.

Covid-19 Standards Manual

Published in 2021, this manual streamlines Covid-19 management across our AOCs to ensure
standardisation and sharing of best practices.

Allstar Office Guidelines

Temperature checks
prior to entering office
premises

FACES activated
turnstiles at office entry
points

Regular disinfection of
workstations

Mandatory maskwearing

Maximum number of
users for meeting rooms
to enable effective
social distancing

Random Covid-19
testing

Covid-19 reporting
internal portal so that
office contacts are
traced and work space
sanitised

Allstars not performing critical operational roles were permitted to work from home unless their presence at the workplace
was required while a split-team approach was adopted for Allstars required in the office.

TALENT ATTRACTION & RETENTION

(i)

Diversity & Inclusion

We recognise the value of diversity for the different perspectives that it brings which
enhances our decision-making. We do not tolerate any form of discrimination on the
basis of race, religion, cultural background, gender, age, sexual orientation, disability or
nationality.

65%

With our headquarters in Malaysia, and significant operations in Thailand, Indonesia
and the Philippines, we consider ourselves an Asean company. Diversity at Capital A
does not stop with citizenship; we also seek to have a good mix of age groups and
genders. In 2021, the Group comprised a total of 14,778 employees, comprising 65% men
and 35% women.
Employee Breakdown
by Age Group

35%

Employee Breakdown
by Employment Category and Gender
100%

4%

122

31%

1,827

4,902

2,825

80%

60%

40%

3,980

45

20%

65%

426

0
Below 30

30-50

Senior
Non-Senior
Management Management

Above 50

651

Executive

Non-Executive

Male

Female

Male

Female

EmployeeBreakdown
Breakdown by
Employee
byNationality
Nationality

Number of Employees

4,000

3,772
3,375

3,000

2,000

2,076

1,750
1,116

1,000
490
0

948
548
54

Malaysia

Indonesia

Philippines

Thailand

181

India

83

51

China

3

10

Japan

98

223

Others

In 2021, Capital A launched our first Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging survey to gather the views and perspective from Allstars
on how we are doing in these areas. The survey will serve as a baseline for us to develop strategies to deliver our commitment
to be a diverse and inclusive organisation. In 2022, we intend to set up a Diversity and Inclusion committee to oversee and
advance gender diversity and fair treatment of all Allstars across the Group.
We seek to be inclusive by treating all Allstars equally, without discrimination. All employment letters state clearly that any
form of racism or discrimination is not acceptable and will not be tolerated in Capital A.

Gender Equality
We strive for gender equity across the Group at all levels and occupations in our approach to employment and promotion.
The results of our decades-long effort to increase women participation in technical roles has borne fruit with the current
employment of 135 female pilots. However, we recognise that we still have a long way to go towards achieving gender
equality across the board, and having at least 30% women representation in junior management and STEM roles.
In March 2021, we organised our first speed mentorship programme in conjunction with International Women’s Day. The
initiative offers an opportunity for Allstars to meet and learn directly from some of our amazing women leaders at Capital A.
This was followed by a second session in July featuring AirAsia Indonesia CEO, Veranita Yosephine, who spoke on Navigating
Your Career Path. In 2022, we will continue to strengthen our commitment towards women empowerment by inviting women
leaders in the industry to participate in this series.
In stepping up our efforts, we are also publishing our first gender pay gap statistics for Capital A for a broad understanding
of our current position. The table below shows our gender pay gap calculated on the basis of mean male and female salaries
within each job grade, excluding pilots, cabin crew and aircraft engineers.
Gender Pay Gap - Group-Wide excluding pilots, cabin crew and aircraft engineers

2021
Job Level

JG8

JG7

JG6

JG5

JG4

JG3

JG2

JG1

Gender

Number of
employees

Percentage, %

Male

14

58%

Female

10

42%

Male

47

68%

Female

22

32%

Male

89

64%

Female

49

36%

Male

232

58%

Female

169

42%

Male

174

53%

Female

156

47%

Male

191

49%

Female

196

51%

Male

405

45%

Female

492

55%

Male

230

78%

66

22%

Female

Pay Gap
7.66%

-13.33%

7.96%

2.64%

-10.48%

-1.61%

-5.37%

14.11%

Note: (mean pay of female Allstars - mean pay of male Allstars)/mean pay of male Allstars *100

Based on our findings, we did not detect any systemic gender-based bias in our pay scales. The only job grade that stands
out with a gap approaching the 15% threshold that we have set internally as acceptable variance, taking into account
differences in job types and countries of employment, is JG1. JG1 includes Allstars employed in a broad range of jobs, from
supply chain workers to personal assistants. One explanation for the difference is that supply chain employees tend to be
predominately male and are paid as per market rate for those roles. The female workers in this grade tend to be in
administrative roles in corporate offices such as personal assistants and are benchmarked to similar roles. In 2022, we will
be expanding our analysis to include comparisons of job families to further improve our understanding of our employee
remuneration profile.

The table below shows gender pay gap data for the three main operation functions at our airline subsidiary. Unlike the
earlier functions, remuneration for these roles are tenure-based, measuring the individual’s flying hours and number of years
working at AirAsia. The differences in pay levels are due to a historical industry-level bias that produced more male pilots
and engineers. AirAsia has been making significant efforts to address this by employing and training more female pilots over
the past decade than any other airline in Asean. This is evident from the relatively high number of female AirAsia pilots in
2021 at 6.1% compared with the global average of 5.8%, according to Statista.com. We will continue to support women pilots
joining the ranks. As our current cohort of female pilots rise in seniority and flying hours, the pay gap will diminish over time.
A similar situation applies to our employment of aircraft engineers. The gender imbalance among engineers is an issue we
have tried to address. However, this is curtailed by fewer female aircraft engineers joining the workforce. As the sector
recovers, we will be able to consider devoting more resources into establishing a cadet programme for female aircraft
engineers and improving our sourcing to attract more applicants as this continues to be a challenge.
Gender Pay Gap - AirAsia

2021
Job Category

Captain

First Officer

Licensed Aircraft Engineer

Other Engineer

Cabin Crew

Gender

Number of
employees

Percentage, %

1,062

97%

32

3%

1,026

91%

Female

103

9%

Male

336

96%

Female

15

4%

Male

152

82%

Female

34

18%

Male

981

32%

2,073

68%

Male
Female
Male

Female

Pay Gap
-8.86%

-8.09%

-12.73%

-23.34%

3.76%

Super Equal

At airasia Super App, women make up 52% of the total workforce.
The business also has one differently-abled Allstar on board.

Anti-Harassment Policy
On 1 November 2021, the Group published an updated Anti-Harassment Policy to replace the previous Anti Sexual Harassment
Policy reiterating our zero tolerance for harassment of any form. Allstars were made aware of the Anti-Harassment Policy via
email notifications, following which the policy has been made available on our shared drive which is accessible to all Allstars.
In addition, to create greater clarity on acceptable or unacceptable behaviours, our Employee Relations team is developing
an online e-learning module on harassment, which we hope to upload onto our e-learning platform in the first quarter of
2022. This module will be accessible to all current employees and introduced into the orientation training list for all new
employees. Allstars can also connect directly with the Employee Relations team via our askPAC should they have any query
or complaint with regard to harassment.
Reports on harassment will be investigated, and appropriate action taken against any employee found guilty. This includes
the possibility of dismissal.

(ii) Talent Attraction and Retention
After the Covid-19 pandemic, the industry is now at a recovery phase. The Group has been focusing on specific initiatives to
attract and retain talent post-pandemic to help strengthen our Employee Value Proposition. We have revised our overall
talent strategy to focus on a holistic approach focusing on catering to our Allstars profile specific to diversity, equity and
inclusion focusing on three main areas: Employee Engagement, Employee Benefits, Training and Development.
New Hires and Attrition Rate
All new hires undergo an onboarding programme through which they are introduced to the Group’s values, culture and policies
and are familiarised with our procedures and processes. During the reporting year, we hired 815 new Allstars. Our attrition
rate, meanwhile, was 15.4%, considerably lower than the 24.2% recorded in the previous year.
New Hires by Gender

New Hires by Age Group

1.0%

51%

52%

49%
47%
Male

Female

Below 30

30-50

Above 50

Local Hiring
In our non-Airlines businesses, such as airasia Super App and Teleport, priority is given to internal employees and local
candidates when hiring. In 2021, 364 open positions were filled by internal candidates. Foreign hires are considered only
when we are unable to find suitable local candidates. All expatriate hiring follows procedures set by the relevant local
authorities, such as Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation (MDEC) for airasia Super App. For example, we advertise all
positions with basic salaries below RM15,000 per month on MYFutureJobs portal. Should no suitable candidate be found
after one month, we will apply for an exemption letter from MDEC for an expatriate hire.
Employee Benefits
We offer all our Allstars competitive remuneration and, along with their eligible dependents, packages that include travel and
medical benefits. Apart from hospitalisation and medical care coverage that is comparable with industry standards, we also
provide parental leave and flexi work options. We are also looking to add other benefits from the coming year. Full-time
employees are provided with free financial and emotional well-being programmes, a recognition programme, employee assistance
programme, daily subsidy for the in-house cafe, and facilities such as a creche, gym, rehabilitation centre, clinic and gaming
stations. Since the pandemic, we have instituted flexible work arrangements such as work-from-home where operationally feasible.

Upskilling
We provide a host of development programmes and avenues through airasia academy allowing Allstars
to continuously up-skill and re-skill.
Financial
Well-being

Career Advancement
We help Allstars to identify and leverage their strengths to open to new career opportunities through our
internal talent marketplace powered by intuitive AI system EightFold. We also structure stretch assignments
through our AirAsia got Talent programme to help Allstars navigate their careers and create greater
transparency in career pathways.
Financial Health
We offer Financial Education on Debts/Personal Financial Management/Legacy Planning with AKPK , BNM
and other providers.
Flexible Working Arrangements
Depending on the role, we give Allstars the flexibility to decide on how they work best.

Physical
Well-being

Work-life Support
We encourage rest and recovery through benefits such as Annual Leave.
Travel Benefits
Allstars can enjoy our flights via employee e-coupons and ID90 for travel needs.
Medical/Life Benefits
We provide medical insurance along with benefits such as in-house clinic, physio and life and personal
accident insurance coverage.
Conducive Working Environment
We provide facilities such as an in-house gym and sleeping pods to ensure Allstars have a conducive
space to work and relax when needed.
Family Well-being
We offer paternity leave support, marriage leave and provide medical and bereavement support
through our Red Heart Fund.

Emotional
Well-being

Work Culture
We strive for a culture of fun, openness and active communication through our dedicated internal
platforms – EkoChilli and Workplace. Our Culture team hosts recreation and engagement activities as
well as talks on health-related topics.
Employee Assistance Programme
We offer our Alllstars access to our Allstar Health Coach – holistic well-being and wellness brand
Naluri, providing Allstars with easy access to a range of interactive and educational help online.

Parental leave statistics

Indicators
Total number of employees who took parental leave

Return rate of employees who took parental leave (%)

2021
Female

204

Male

107

Female
Male

93.25%
100%

Employee Incentive Scheme
In 2021, we introduced a Long-Term Incentive Scheme (LTIS) aimed at ensuring our continued ability to attract, retain and
motivate our top and key talents to meet the Group’s transformational aspirations. The LTIS will also help to align the
motivations of eligible employees to the corporate goals of Capital A and shareholder interests. We are also in the process
of establishing specific share options schemes for our major subsidiaries to ensure that we provide wealth creating opportunities
to Allstars in these subsidiaries linked to the shareholder value they create. We believe that the combination of these two
will create one Capital A culture, improve collaboration between the various businesses to create maximum shareholder return.
Employee Engagement
We have always sought to create a highly engaging workplace in which Allstars exchange ideas and opinions freely because
we value the input of all Allstars, and believe that open discourse engenders a sense of belonging which, in turn, enhances
work satisfaction and productivity.
Employee engagement at Capital A is designed along four pillars: well-being, information and support, learning and social.
Whereas before, a great deal of engagement took place physically, we are now using online platforms such as EkoChilli,
Workplace and Google Meet to keep Allstars updated on corporate-related news. There is also a great deal of interaction
among Allstars on EkoChilli. Certain teams have their own engagement platforms. For example, the tech teams in airasia
Super App engage on Confluence.
a) Town Hall Sessions
Town halls are held regularly in order for our CEO, Executive Chairman, President and other senior management to interact
with employees. Through town halls, Allstars are able to get the latest information from the management, ask questions and
provide feedback on matters that are important to them. In 2021, seven town halls were conducted virtually, focusing on
leadership changes, the acquisition of Gojek Thailand and our 20th anniversary, among others.
b) Brown Bag Series: Post-Covid World
We also launched a new engagement series where Allstars are able to clarify any doubts or uncertainties they may have
about the direction of the company post-pandemic by addressing their questions directly to senior members of the management.
Themes during the year included Flying in a Post-Covid World and Allstars’ Future Work Arrangement.
c) #AllstarsWFH Engagement Programme
To create a sense of normalcy with Allstars working from home (WFH), and to stay connected, we developed a weekly
#AllstarsWFH schedule featuring initiatives under the Learning, Social, Well-being and Information pillars.
Number of views garnered between June and December 2021:

21,500

8,095

16,033

29,570

Well-being

Learning

Social

Information

views

views

views

views

Employee Well-Being
In addition to their physical well-being, we also take steps to provide Allstars with mental health and emotional health
support. These are done through several key programmes.
a) Allstar Peer Support Programme
The Allstars Peer Support programme was created in 2020 to help Allstars manage emotional stress caused by the impact
of Covid-19. Allstars with emotional, financial, work or personal problems can reach out for help via EkoChilli, where peer
supporters will pick up requests and respond within 24 hours. A total of 157 Allstar Peer Supporters were recruited and trained
to respond to queries. In 2021, a total of 267 requests for support were received, down from 498 in the previous year,
reflecting the easing constraints faced by Allstars as recovery continues.

b) Allstar Health Coach programme
In 2020, the Group launched a holistic well-being programme with digital health and wellness brand Naluri. Through the
Naluri app, Allstars can benefit from remote therapy, fitness coaching, financial coaching and the advice of dieticians, doctors
and pharmacists. To date, a total of 2,100 Allstars have signed up for the programme.
Initiatives in 2021 included:
– 15 online webinars on health-related topics, financial education and emotional well-being with Naluri coaches/speakers
– ‘Leading with Compassion’ programme for managers with Naluri coaches via Naluri app (80 managers from the Group
enrolled)
– 16-week weight loss programme which attracted the participation of 100 Allstars
c) Aareena Oasis
Aareena Oasis, a professional mental health provider based in Malaysia, was added to our well-being network for us to
refer cases that require urgent support by psychologists/psychiatrists (either face-to-face or house visit).

(iii) Human Capital Development
We have a Learning and Development Policy that clearly states our commitment to developing a strong learning culture in
which we provide Allstars access to opportunities that will help them to grow with the Group as they achieve their full
potential. Despite the pandemic, we have strived to adhere to the spirit of this policy. While pilots and cabin crew have been
enabled to undergo their mandatory recurrent training, we encouraged all Allstars to reskill/upskill by acquiring digital expertise
at the airasia academy, and for young leaders, developed a customised programme with a renowned university on effective
leadership as our business recovers from the effects of the pandemic.
Digital Training
During the year, a total of 607 Allstars attended training programmes at the airasia academy, with Digital Marketing being
one of the most sought-after full-length courses. Other full-length courses attended were for: Data Analysts, Software
Engineering, Cybersecurity and Cloud Infrastructure. In addition, Allstars underwent a number of short courses, byte-sized
courses and Google Cloud Platform courses which they were able to complete in their own time.
Group-wide
Total amount spent for training
Technical & Non-technical training programmes (RM)

2019

2020

2021

12.5 million

13.4 million

10.5 million

Training investment

Average training hours

RM213/employee

4 hours/employee

Flight-Related Training
Pilots are required to do a minimum of three take-offs and landings every 90 days in order to maintain their licence. In
addition, upon being reactivated for flying, they will undergo a flight crew activation course comprising a series of refresher
modules, checks, simulator training, exams and line flying under supervision to ensure full recency and proficiency to conduct
flights safely.
Pilots and cabin crew activated from furlough are required to undergo flight-related training focusing on reactivation training
and recurrent training. Pilots and crew activated from furlough are based on monthly projections on aircraft reactivation and
the capacity planning for each AOC.

During the year, three training programmes accounted for 80.2% of the total training hours of pilots and cabin crew. These
are described below.
Pilot Safety & Emergency Procedure Recurrent Training
Recurrent training (every six months) ensures pilots are kept abreast with aircraft systems, operational procedures and
requirements (including ground de-icing/anti-icing and pilot incapacitation). It also includes assessments of accidents/incidents
and determining their root causes. Training includes simulator rides, classroom work and tests.
Cabin Crew Recurrent Training
Recurrent training is conducted annually to maintain and enhance cabin crew members’ competence. The training comprises
hands-on and simulated exercises followed by exams on general elements such as first aid, as well as on aspects that are
specific to the different aircraft types.
Pilot Simulator Training
No.of
participants

Training List Programme 2021
Pilot SEP Recurrent
Cabin Crew Ground Training
Dangerous Goods Initial Training

635

49

1,088

42

165

21

65

21

549

60

Dangerous Goods, Ground Initial Training
Pilot Simulator Training

Average
training
hours

Employee Appraisal
In 2022, the Group introduced the Objectives and Key Results (OKR) framework into the Performance Management/Appraisal
for Allstars. OKR is a simple goal setting approach to create better alignment, engagement and clarity towards achieving
the Group’s overall business plan. Through this framework:
•

Goals are set, tracked and re-evaluated quarterly

•

Each team’s perspective and creativity are taken into account in a simple and fast-cadence process

OKRs provide many benefits, including clarity, enhanced communication and a coherent and transparent approach towards
achieving overall Group-wide strategy and objectives.

Focus

Alignment

Commitment

Tracking

Stretching

OKRs allow a team
to rally behind a
small set of
carefully chosen
priorities

OKRs provide a
method for the
entire organisation
to align its goals at
every layer with its
top-level priorities
and with its
ultimate purpose

OKRs demand a
level of collective
commitment from
the parties involved
to choose and stick
to agreed-upon
priorities

OKRs allow a team
organisation to
track their progress
toward a goal and
know earlier when
to change tactics

OKRs empower
teams to set goals
that stretch beyond
BAU - or “business
as usual” and make
significant
meaningful change

COMMUNITY INVESTMENT

We have renamed our section on Corporate Citizenship and Philanthropy as Community Investment to better reflect the
emphasis placed on continuity and sustainability in our philanthropic endeavours. Since 2012, Capital A’s community engagements
have been undertaken primarily by AirAsia Foundation whose mission is to support social enterprises in Asean through the
provision of business grants, business mentorship and platforms that help them grow their market and attain self-sufficiency.
This mission helps deliver the Foundation’s vision to be a leading corporate citizen that contributes to Asean communitybuilding efforts in a way that stays true to Capital A’s entrepreneurial spirit.
The renaming also captures the help given to small businesses to transition to e-commerce via airasia travelmall (formerly
OURSHOP), Teleport and our new entities, especially airasia farm and airasia grocer.
In addition to the Foundation’s work, the Group stands ready to act in times of humanitarian need. Hence, our Community
Investment disclosure is divided into two sections - the first addressing our support of social enterprise and small businesses;
and the second detailing our humanitarian relief and rehabilitation activities.
The total value of Capital A’s community investment and humanitarian activities can be summarised as follows:
Type of Contribution

Total (RM)

Cash contribution

139,996

Employee volunteerism during paid working hours

346,159

Contributions in kind

25,851

Management overheads

(i)

166,050

Social Enterprise and SME Support

Since the pandemic, AirAsia Foundation has awarded only
one grant due to movement restrictions as well as reduced
activity of many social enterprises. In May 2021, Council
Members of the Foundation extended the suspension of the
grant programme for an additional year given continued
uncertainty over the pandemic. Instead, AirAsia Foundation
focused on providing skills support and platform building
activities for grant recipients and others.
A key activity was to monitor progress made by the 2020
grant recipient, Dusun Merdeka, in improving its cocoa
processing facilities, and purchasing beans from indigenous
farmers. Since receiving its grant in August 2020, Dusun
Merdeka has been able to expand its livelihood support
programme from benefitting 50 indigenous families to 150
families from three states across Malaysia, ie Pahang, Perak
and Sabah, that were facing economic hardship compounded
by the pandemic. With the farmers, Dusun Merdeka also
replanted over 100 native trees within the secondary forest
bordering Malaysia’s National Park, to create a natural
environment for cocoa plants to thrive without pesticides.

Cocoa fruit produced by the indigenous farmers in Pahang

Grant approved

RM78,320

Amount disbursed as of 31 December 2021

RM60,000

Grant progress

77%

In February, AirAsia Foundation kicked off its mentorship activities by partnering with Angels of Impact Singapore in its
inaugural ASEAN Women Impacting Social Entrepreneurship (ASEAN WISE) incubation programme for women and indigenousled community-based enterprises. Over the course of the year, AirAsia Foundation delivered two masterclasses and provided
pro bono rebranding counsel to Maranao Collectibles, a Filipino social enterprise that aims to revive the fading art of weaving
in Marawi. The city of Marawi is still recovering from years of armed conflict that has displaced 98% of the local population.
In October, the Foundation also supported Malaysia-based P Lab in organising the BAIKSelangor business competition funded
by the Selangor State Government to promote products made by businesses in the state’s new villages.
In the area of direct business support, AirAsia Foundation continued to invest in growing its Destination GOOD social enterprise
shop. To manage costs and lower sales as a result of lockdowns, Destination GOOD closed its physical store in Kuala Lumpur
in November 2021 in order to concentrate available resources into growing its online presence. For the financial year ending
December 2021, the Foundation invested an additional RM80,000 in working capital for Destination GOOD. In turn, Destination
GOOD earned a turnover of RM50,767 through the sale of products by 26 social enterprises.
Separately, airasia farm collaborated with the Federal Agricultural Marketing Authority (FAMA), Ministry of Agriculture and
Food Industries (MAFI) and Department of Agriculture (DOA) to promote Harumanis mangoes grown by over 20 farmers across
Perlis. This initiative lead to 10.2 tonnes of mangoes being sold over a period of one month.

(ii) Humanitarian Relief and Rehabilitation
Covid-19 Response
Throughout 2021, Capital A persisted with efforts to encourage Allstars and members of the public to be vaccinated. We
deem this a clear priority to protect our people and guests in the immediate term and to help countries get on the path of
economic recovery over the longer term.
From June to July 2021, Allstars volunteered at Mega Vaccination Centres in Kuala Lumpur and Selangor to support Malaysia’s
mass vaccination drive. A total of 509 Allstars performed non-clinical roles from registering and monitoring the temperature
of vaccine-takers to crowd management.
Vaccination campaigns were also organised at the Group’s offices in Jakarta and Kuala Lumpur. In May 2021, a special
vaccination drive was arranged in RedHouse, Jakarta, benefitting 1,689 Allstars. In July 2021, a similar drive was conducted
in RedQ, Sepang, where 283 Allstars and 637 family members and friends were vaccinated. A total of 95 Allstars volunteered
at these events to manage traffic flow and ensure adequate social distancing.
To help our colleagues in Jakarta cope during a peak infection period in July 2021, AirAsia Indonesia distributed Covid Care
Kits to 1,578 Allstars, including those infected with mild symptoms, to aid in their recovery. Each kit contained multivitamins,
hand sanitisers and face masks.
In April 2021, AirAsia Philippines distributed 1,500 REDy Care Kits containing face masks, hand sanitisers and alcohol wipes
valued at RM5,500 to travellers at Terminal 3 of the Ninoy Aquino International Airport. AirAsia Philippines also supplied 100
medical kits valued at RM8,154 to infected Allstars to help them monitor their health status. Each kit was equipped with a
thermometer, an oximeter as well as basic medicines such as paracetamol, cough syrup and vitamins.

Red-Q PPV for Allstars, family members and friends

Vaccination drive in RedHouse, Jakarta

Post-disaster Response
The Group’s humanitarian activities also focused on supporting communities affected by climate-related disasters. In December
2021, in response to severe floods in many parts of Peninsular Malaysia, AirAsia Foundation and BigPay launched a public
donation drive to raise funds to rebuild damaged community infrastructure. During the campaign, AirAsia flights carried
donation boxes while BigPay enabled a donation channel on its app. A donation of RM1 per booking was also contributed
by airasia ride and airasia food for a limited period. Organised between 22 December 2021 and 31 January 2022, the campaign
raised a total of RM574,000 which will be distributed to non-profit organisations and community groups identified by AirAsia
Foundation.
In tandem with the public donation drive, the Group’s People and Culture department created a mutual support programme
to connect staff who were affected with those who wanted to help. In total, 86 affected Allstars received RM22,650 in
donations from fellow Allstars and RM22,277 from the company’s Red Heart Fund, a special fund that provides ad hoc
assistance to Allstars in need.
In the same month, AirAsia Philippines deployed immediate assistance to 119 Allstars impacted by Typhoon Odette which
struck the Visayas area of the country affecting Cebu, Puerto Princesa, Tacloban and Tagbilaran stations. Donations totalling
RM9,700 in the form of essential goods, water and cash were distributed to survivors.

(iii) Other Activities
In addition, Capital A organised ad hoc activities during festive periods and in response to specific appeals. Some of these
activities are listed below.
Campaign/Entity
AirAsia Indonesia Berbagi Pahala
Ramadhan

Description
Allstars donated RM2,909 to children in four orphanages in Jakarta.

#AllstarsDOGOOD Christmas Sharing

Allstars distributed hot meals sponsored by airasia grocer partners to 80 children
from two Klang Valley orphanages.

#alwaysREDy Christmas Sharing

Allstars donated RM2,458 in food, toys and clothes to children at the Asilo de San
Vicente de Paul Orphanage in Manila.

#alwaysREDy Extra Mile Campaign

AirAsia Philippines provided free flights for Operation Smile, an international charity
that helps children undergo corrective surgeries for cleft lip and palate deformities.

airasia grocer

Donated surplus food and vegetables to Zoo Negara Malaysia to supplement the
nutritional needs of animals at a time when the zoo was facing a financial crunch
as a result of pandemic-imposed closure.

Flood Relief for #TeamTeleport

The floods in December affected several Allstars including #TeamTeleport. In response,
we organised a fundraising campaign from 22 December until mid January 2022.
Financial relief was then channeled directly to the affected Teleporters, with each
Teleporter receiving RM500 and an additional RM500 for each dependent. #TeamTeleport
also came together to help with the post-flood clean up.

(iv) Human Rights
We are committed to ensuring our operations are free from unethical labour practices such as forced labour, child labour
and all forms of discrimination. Our code of ethics, which is available to Allstars and external stakeholders, clearly communicates
our commitment to conducting our business fairly, impartially, ethically and with the utmost regard to safety. Underlining our
commitment to human rights, we launched a Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging survey; reviewed our Sexual Harassment Policy;
and improved our Anti-Human Trafficking Training. As human trafficking often involves air travel, our Foundation has developed
a #Know the Signs programme so Allstars will be able to recognise signs of human trafficking and respond appropriately.
Training has been held regularly since 2017.
In 2021, AirAsia Foundation updated its Anti Human Trafficking training to incorporate trafficking patterns and the modus
operandi in Thailand, Indonesia and the Philippines. This is to ensure all frontline Allstars are able to recognise signs of
human trafficking at all the major hubs. A total of 10,053 Allstars (71%) completed the #Know The Signs Anti Human Trafficking
training during the year, marking a 33% improvement from 2020.
Reporting Process
The process to report a suspected case of human trafficking is as follows:
1.

Crew receives a request for assistance from a suspected victim or spots a suspected victim.

2.

Crew cross-checks signs with senior crew or purser.

3.

Senior crew/purser notifies the captain.

4.

Captain radios for ground support.

5.

Where present, AirAsia security personnel accompany airport security officers to meet aircraft upon arrival at destination.

6.

Suspected victim is interviewed by law enforcement officers.

7.

Cases requiring social worker support will be referred to AirAsia Foundation’s NGO partners, if available, at destination.

8.

Crew records observations and actions in a dedicated #KnowtheSigns form in the Group’s Coruson reporting app.

In 2022, AirAsia seeks to develop a human rights policy. In order to ensure there are no gaps in the policy, a focus group discussion
will be organised to discuss the policy and the Group’s human rights risk exposure, followed by planning of remedial actions.

